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Legislative mandate
A 2021 budget proviso directed us to….

“… conduct analysis of the current tax 
structure and proposed alternatives to 
estimate the impact on taxpayers, 
including tax paid as a share of 
household income for various racial and 
ethnic groups as reported in the most 
current census data available, American 
community survey, or other similar data 
sources.”

Source: ESSB 5092
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Methods observed in the tax 
literature
For imputing race or ethnicity for federal tax returns:

• Direct imputation for each return, using surname and geographic location 
[1].

• Use Census Current Population Survey (CPS), construct simulated tax 
units [2][3].

1. Fisher et al., 2021; 2. Goldin & Michelmore, 2022; 3. Hardy et al., 2022; 4. Joint Committee on Taxation (2015).  

For imputing other variables, researchers have linked tax returns data with survey data (e.g., 
CPS, Medical Expenditure Panel Survey) [4]
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Tax Literature Review Highlights
Typical question:  Does a given tax preference for the federal individual 
income tax favor certain racial groups?

Method: 
1. Create dataset composed of tax returns with a race / ethnicity 

variable.
2. Estimate participation rate and magnitude of preference, in 

aggregate, comparing racial groups.
3. Compare racial groups within the same income bracket.
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Tax Literature Review Highlights
Example results: 

o “… we document striking disparities in eligibility and benefits by 
income and race. … Approximately three-quarters of white, non-
Hispanic and Asian children are eligible for the full Child Tax Credit, 
compared to only about half of Black and Hispanic children. [1]”

o “The Earned Income Tax Credit lowers overall inequality by 5-10 
percent in a typical year, improving the incomes of Black households 
relative to White households in the bottom half of the distribution. [2]”

1. Goldin & Michelmore, 2022; 2. Hardy et al., 2022  
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Interview highlights
U.S. Joint Committee on Taxation:

o Impute race using zip code, 
surname, and Census data 
[1]. 

Minnesota:
o Overlay census tract race 

frequencies with tax statistics 
on a map.
 Also considering surname / 

location method.

1. Zanazanian, A., personal communication, April 20, 2022; 2. Willette, 2021
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Method
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BISG: Impute using location and name

Graphic Source: RAND Corporation (n.d.).

Data Sources:
• Federal tax returns 

with surname, zip 
code, census tract

• U.S. Census: 
o Surname lookup 

to race 
probabilities

o Racial composition 
for each zip code 
or census tract
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Method is supported by empirical research.

1. RAND Corporation (n.d.); 2. Fremont et al., 2016 ; 3. Elliott et al., 2009 
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Step 1: Obtain P(race) for each category 
Example for surname Hernandez in a low-Hispanic census tract.

Adapted from Anson-Dwamena et al., (2020)
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Step 2: Impute race for each return 
Example for surname Hernandez in a low-Hispanic census tract.

“… both single and multiple imputations result in unbiased estimates of study associations. But single 
imputation results in too small estimated standard errors, whereas multiple imputation results in 

correctly estimated standard errors and confidence intervals.” (Donders et al., 2006)
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Data Match Challenge
Some tax returns cannot be imputed based on surname and census tract.
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Report Results
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Discussion
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